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6.2
FLOOR SLABS & OPENINGS

INTRODUCTION

This section provides guidelines for replacing traditional boriti-pole and lime-
concrete floor slabs, replacing individual boriti-poles in a floor-slab, and for
forming new openings in walls.  It also provides guidelines for the construction
of brick relieving arches.

Floor Slabs
Procedure for Replacing Floor Slabs
Exceptional Circumstances

Boriti and Banaa
Replacement Procedure

New Openings
Procedure for Installing a New Reinforced Concrete Lintel
Replacing Boriti Lintels
Relieving Arches

Note:   The procedures described in this section are guidelines only.
Before undertaking substantial structural repairs or tackling serious
structural problems, consult a building professional.

REPLACING FLOOR SLABS

REPLACING BORITI
AND BANAA

NEW OPENINGS
AND LINTELS
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FLOOR SLABS & OPENINGS

REPLACING FLOOR SLABS

In the buildings of the Stone Town, floor slabs were traditionally made of boriti-
poles with a lime-concrete cover laid over to form the floor above.
Roof and floor slabs should be replaced if they begin to sag to the extent that
cracks develop along the underside, parallel to the walls.  If this situation devel-
ops the slab will be entirely dependent on the boriti for support.  Even if all of
the boriti are renewed this type of loading will rapidly cause them to bend.

Where most of the boritis in a floor slab have decayed and are due to be
replaced, the lime-concrete floor should be carefully inspected for signs of
failure (e.g.,  cracks parallel to the wall as described above).  If the floor
shows signs of failure, the slab should be replaced along with the boriti.

FLOOR SLABS

Failure of slab in wall Floor slab is sagging

Cracks Boriti poles
check for rot
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It is not safe to remove a complete slab at one time.  If an entire slab is
removed, the walls in that area will lose significant restraint and may begin to
bend or bulge under the weight.

Slabs must be removed in short sections of about 2.5m.  Each new section
should have a male or female dovetailed key cast into it so that it locks into
the next section when it is cast.  It is best if sections are not removed and
replaced one after another all along the floor, instead replace them on a
rotational basis.  This will allow freshly cast sections to cure slightly before
the one next to it is removed.  This approach will avoid areas of weakness
developing.

It is a good idea to replace all of the boriti along with the slab, since remov-
ing the slab makes it possible to fit much longer poles.  If this is too expen-
sive, at least one long pole should be inserted into each section of repair.
This will improve restraint.

PROCEDURE FOR
REPLACING FLOOR SLABS

Section of newly cast slab

2.5

2.5

Replace slab in sections

max. 2.5 m

Dovetail cast in
to form key
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Removal of existing floor slab

1.    Work should begin by dividing the floor into a number of sections about
2.5m wide.  Divisions should be drawn on the floor with chalk.

2.    Next, decide in which order they will be cut out and replaced.   Cutting
out must start against an end wall with the opening of a channel about
300mm wide to separate the slab from the wall.  This work must NOT be
done with a mechanical demolition hammer as the high frequency vibration
made will travel a long way through the wall and may cause damage, even if it
is not seen at once.   It is best to use a 2lb hammer and sharp punch,   al-
though an electric drill fitted with a small diameter bit may be used to help.
The section of slab should then be un-picked on a piecemeal basis.  Large
sledge hammers MUST NOT be used to break up the slab!!!

3.    If the slab is very thick or the room is very long, it may pay to use
specially made wedges as illustrated.  They can easily be made by a local
smith and consist of three parts.  To use them, it is first necessary to drill a
series of holes about 300mm apart along the front edge of the section to be
removed.  The three parts of the wedges are assembled in the holes with
the middle part sticking up.

4.    A 2lb hammer is then used to gently drive the wedge home.  Each
wedge must be tightened in turn, a little at a time until the sections fracture
off.   At least five sets of wedges should be used together.  When cutting
away the small pieces of light coral used to bridge the spaces between
boritis, remember to save the coral for reuse in the new construction.

Centre part driven in
using 21b hammer

3 part wedge

Holes drilled about
300 mm apart

300
300
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Construction of new floor slab

Reconstruction should begin by replacing the boriti with new longer poles.
If banaa were originally used, they should again be used in the new construc-
tion.  If this is too expensive and you can only afford plain boriti, try at least
to fit one or two banaa to the original pattern as an indication of the original
appearance.  If you cannot afford to replace all the boriti, try at least to fit
one good long pole every 1.5m.

Once the boriti are fitted, coral salvaged during demolition must be replaced
to close the gaps between poles.  25mm thick boards must be arranged as
shuttering to contain the lime concrete when it is cast.  If the walls are in
good condition and the slab is not thicker than 400mm, the replacement slab
should be the same thickness.  However, if the slab is very thick, or the wall
is showing signs of over stressing, the slab must be reduced to 300mm.

A suitable mix for the concrete is:
¼ part cement
2 parts lime
2 parts sand
3 parts broken brick, fines up to 18mm (¾’’ gauge)

Lime and aggregates are mixed as long as possible before needed and the
cement added immediately prior to use.  The mix should be dry and vigor-
ously compacted on laying.

When casting is complete and at least four weeks allowed for curing, a thin
cement screed should be run over the surface to produce a flat, smooth
finish.  To do this, it is necessary to set up levels.

25mm thick boards used as
shultering

After laying the lime concrete, the
mix should be vigorously compacted

Thin cement
screed finish

Coral placed to fill gaps
between boriti

Banaa
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Water level

A simple way of making a water level is to use two water bottles and a
length of hose pipe as illustrated.

1.   To use the level, make two simple tripods from sticks or small boritis tied
with string and suspend one of the bottles from each.  Position one tripod
and bottle (bottle 1) over the highest point in the newly cast slab.  This site
is the DATUM and must not be moved.

2.   The second tripod, with bottle 2, can be moved freely about the slab.
Bottle 2 should be positioned at the furthest point from the datum.
In order to transfer the datum to this point, bottle 2 should be laid on the
slab and water poured into bottle 1 (at the datum).  When a clear stream of
water, free from air bubbles, comes out of bottle 2, it is slowly lifted until the
water level in both bottles is steady and the same.

3.   The bottle should then be tied in place and accurate measurements
taken from the top of the water in the bottle at the datum to a point, about
15mm.above the slab and a dab of concrete laid to that height.

4.   The same measurement must be repeated from the top of the water in
the second bottle and another dab of concrete placed.  This process should
be repeated at regular intervals over the face of the slab.  It is then possible
to float a fine, flat layer of concrete over the slab.

Bottle 1
at the highest point
in newly cast slab

Bottle 2
can be moved
across slab

dab of concrete
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EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES

In some situations, walls may be so weakened and damaged that an especially
light slab should be used.

To make such a slab, boritis are laid in the normal manner but the coral used
to bridge the gaps between the boritis are replaced with two layers of rough
hessian (sack cloth).  The cloth is purchased in long wide rolls and spread
over the top surface of the boritis.  It is secured by nailing along the back of
each boriti at 300mm centres.  Small sections of aluminium are cut from
drink cans and used as washers to prevent the cloth pulling through the nails.
The cloth must be stretched as tightly as possible.  Soaking in water before it
is fixed can assist this.

A 100mm thick layer of concrete, mixed as previously specified, is laid over
the cloth. Empty aluminium drinks cans, orientated vertically, are pressed into
its surface at centres of approximately 150mm.  This allows the concrete to
be firmly packed between.

Cast another100mm layer of concrete over the cans.  The finished slab will
provide good insulation and be 40 % lighter than a conventional slab of
similar thickness.

Light weight slab

Lime concrete

rough hessian or
sack cloth

Boriti

Drink cans
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Boriti are the round mangrove poles on the underside of floor slabs.  In
larger houses or in important rooms, the mangrove is often square and
these are called banaa.

Both boriti an banaa have the same functions; they stop the slab above from
bending, tie walls together, and during construction, they work as a
shuttering for casting the slab.

Tying walls together requires poles to be as long as possible because
friction is required to keep them in place.  The deeper poles are embedded
in the wall, the greater the friction.  Embedding much of the pole in the wall
also helps to distribute the weight of the slab more evenly throughout the
wall.  During construction boriti should be placed to more than half the
thickness of the wall.

Unfortunately embedded boriti rot, and it is occasionally necessary to
replace them.

FLOOR SLABS & OPENINGS

REPLACING BORITI & BANAA

BORITI AND BANAA

Boriti or banaa
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Shorter poles = loss of structural strength

The task of replacement is a difficult one as it is necessary to fit the pole
between its two neighbours.  To obtain the maximum length, the pole is
offered up diagonally between the ones either side.  It is then straightened
into a position parallel with its neighbours and a small amount at each end
located in the wall.  Replacing poles in this way inevitably causes the new
poles to be significantly shorter than the originals.  As more poles are
replaced so the quality of available restraint diminishes.

It is very important that as more boriti are replaced restraint is not lost.
Although it is not possible to fit poles any longer than the diagonal between
the ones on each side, it is possible to artificially increase the quality of
restraint afforded by short poles.  This is done by fitting specially manufac-
tured brackets to the ends of replacement boriti.AB

A

B
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REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE

1.   Following removal of the old boriti, work carefully on the empty
socket with a sharp chisel and wooden mallet to form a slight cone shape
extending the full depth of the space left by the original poles.  The wider
base of the cone is to the back of the excavation.  The mouth of the
socket, where the new pole will rest, is also made a little deeper and a
flat base cut, to allow a pad stone to be fitted below the pole, spreading
its weight and avoiding point loadings.

2.   Before fitting replacement poles, drill one small hole in the side about
100mm from each end to fix the bracket as illustrated.

3.   Lay a suitable coral pad stone on a bed of 1:3 lime mortar.  Apply a
bed of the same mortar to the top of the pad stones and lift the pole into
position.  Working around the pole and in the socket, slide the bracket
into position and hammer the end into the hole in the boriti.

4.   The hole is now carefully packed with a very dry mortar and small
stones.  This must be done with great care, making sure the socket and
bracket are tightly packed.  The mortar is compacted with a hammer and
long thin piece of wood or steel.  To complete the repair, re-render the area.

Boriti pole

Drill small hole 9cm
from each
end and fix bracket

Cone shape
excavation

Coral pad stone layed on a
bed of 1:3 lime mortar
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FLOOR SLABS & OPENINGS

NEW OPENINGS & LINTELS

Openings not formed under arches need long stones or timbers placed over
them to support the wall above. These are called lintels.  It is common in
traditional construction to use boriti poles as lintels, and boriti lintels are
sometimes put inside the wall and hidden, or left exposed.  In modern
construction or alterations, it is common to use reinforced concrete lintels
to form new openings.  Whilst this may have some advantages, the workman-
ship is often poor which can have potentially serious consequences.  This
section provides guidelines for the construction of reinforced concrete
lintels and other more appropriate forms of support over openings.

Important note:
Although the method of cutting new openings is described in the text, it
is potentially dangerous.  In general, it is NOT recommended to form
new openings in historic buildings.  When replacing lintels or cutting
new openings, it is essential that the masonry above the work site is well
supported BEFORE the work begins.  If this is not done, very serious damage
can result.  (See section 3 of the Guidelines, Shoring & Temporary Support.)

NEW OPENINGS
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Cutting a new opening

1.   Begin the work by carefully installing a needle and dead shore system to
support the building during construction work, as described in Section 3 of
the Guidelines (Shoring and Temporary Support).

2.   If a new opening is to be cut, it is important to make as little vibration as
possible and it is ALWAYS good to work as neatly and cleanly as possible.  It
is best to begin by drilling a few holes in the centre of the area to be
removed with a big electric drill (not a percussion drill).

3.   Stones can then be quickly unpicked with a good sharp punch and ham-
mer.   As far as possible, cut away the mortar between stones as this will
cause less vibration.  The sides should be unpicked as cleanly as possible to
form neat reveals.   An electric angle grinder can help in this.  It is important
that the top of the opening is cut to form slots wider than the intended
opening so as to provide support for the lintel.

PROCEDURE FOR INSTALLING A NEW
REINFORCED CONCRETE LINTEL

Area of opening

Drill a few holes in the
centre area

Unpick the stones
with a hammer
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PADSTONES

If a pre-cast concrete lintel is to be used it is first necessary to cast
concrete padstones on top of the slots to either side.  This ties the top of
the wall together and makes a good firm base for the lintel to sit on.

A suitable mix for padstones is:
1 cement to 4 coral aggregate up to 7mm (¼inch).

After a period of 28 days the padstones will have cured and a bed of mortar
consisting of 1 part cement, 2 parts lime, and 8 parts of aggregate is laid on
top of each padstone and the lintel firmly bedded into it.

Following a period of two to three days, to allow the mortar to become firm,
a very dry mix of 1 part cement, and 3 parts of aggregate is beaten into the
gap between the top of the lintel and the wall above.  It is very important
that the work is carried out well and that the mortar is firmly packed into
the space.  To do this, hammers and short pieces of wood are used to drive
the mortar home, two people must work together, one each side of the wall.

If the concrete lintel is to be cast in place (in situ), there is no need to cast
padstones on the wall as these can be a part of the lintel but slots must still
be cut to support it.

Padstones
cast in situ

Lintel

Firmly beat
1part cement
and 3 parts of
aggregate into
the gap
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PRE-CAST CONCRETE LINTELS

Lintels must never be less than 75mm in thickness.   As a rough guide for larger
openings the lintel should not be less than one twelfth (1/12) of the span.

Although concrete is very tough it is surprisingly weak in tension.  When used
as a lintel, concrete will easily bend and may snap.  To prevent this 18mm (¾
inch) steel bars must be cast into the bottom.  The bars bend up at the end to
provide more support and are about 25mm up from the bottom bed.  To make
sure the lintel is fixed the correct way up (with the bars to the bottom) the
word TOP is clearly scratched into the wet concrete.

To make the lintel, it is first necessary to make a mould into which to pour
the concrete.  This must be robust and made from 18mm (¾ inch) planking.
It is a good idea to make it so that it bolts together.  This will make it much
easier to remove the lintel once it is set.  Before pouring the concrete into
the mould, the inside is lubricated with soap to help in removing it.

A suitable concrete mix for lintels is:

1 part Portland cement
2 parts sand
4 parts broken brick or coral aggregate up to 18mm (¾inch) gauge.

Note: These specifications are guidelines only.   ALWAYS consult a
structural engineer.

Casting lintels in-situ

Although this is often done in the
Stone Town it is not recommended
to cast lintels in-situ.  Lintels must
be very strong and to make concrete
strong it must be well compacted and
cured.  Curing takes 28 days, if the
supports are removed before this
time the lintel will not be at full

strength and will easily bend under the
weight of the wall.

Badly cast lintels have caused
buildings in the Stone Town to
collapse.  It is MUCH safer to use a
PRE CAST lintel, which can be fully
cured before it is fixed and the
opening used almost as soon as the
work is done.

Lubricate mould  with soap to help
when removing lintel

Use bolts to make
removing the lintel easier

Steel bars must be
cast 25mm from
the bottom bed

Mould made from
35mm planking
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REPLACING BORITI LINTELS Boriti lintels are weak and prone to rot and bend.  As this occurs, the ma-
sonry in the wall above subsides and cracks.  This type of action can give rise
to knock-on effects in neighbouring parts of the building.  It is important that
rotted boriti lintels are replaced as soon as possible.
In the smaller houses of the Stone Town, boriti lintels over doors and win-
dows are often left exposed.  These features are very important and must
be preserved.  They must NOT be replaced in concrete because they add a
great deal of character to rooms and are part of the historic structural
system.  Like must replace like and new boriti MUST be used.

Cracks where lintel
no longer provides support

Boriti lintels are
prone to rot
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RELIEVING ARCHES To protect the replacement boriti from bending due to over-stressing, it is
possible to construct very simple arches over them.   This is called a reliev-
ing arch and it will carry much of the weight of the wall above the opening.
Relieving arches can also be inserted to protect door and window cases
where lintels were not employed in the first place.

Work should begin with the introduction of needles and dead shores to
support the building during construction, as described in Section 3 of the
Guidelines (Shoring and Temporary Support).  However, in many cases labour
and expense can be reduced by utilising the boriti in the soffit of the slab
above as support for the masonry.   This will only work if boritis enter the
wall at 90° degrees to the opening and they are in good condition.   If they
are parallel to the wall or badly rotted they will not provide support of any
kind and needles should be used.   When using boriti for support in this way
it is STILL necessary to install dead shores beneath them.   The boriti sup-
port the wall above but the boriti must be supported by shoring.

In the majority of cases it will be necessary to remove and replace not
only rotted lintels but also the masonry above, as it will be shattered and
much weakened.

Boriti in floor above support
the masonry

Check condition
of Boriti

It is still necessary to
introduce dead shores to
support the boriti

Dead shore
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PLACING BORITI AND BUILDING THE ARCH

With the wall supported, and defective masonry and rotted boriti removed,
reconstruction and installation of the arch can begin.

1.   New boriti should be selected and fitted in the same location as the
originals.  They should match as closely as possible in terms of size and
general shape.  New boritis should be firmly bedded on a 1:3 lime mortar
and the spaces between bridged with small pieces of coral and mortar in the
traditional way.  Allow two or three days for the mortar to harden and
construct a simple centring immediately on top of the boriti.

2.   The centring is the formwork around which the arch is constructed.  It
is required because the arch will not stand until it is in compression and at
least one ring or layer of stones or bricks is completed.

3.   The cheapest and simplest way to form the centre is to use pieces of
very light white coral to form a segmental shape.  This should resemble the
top of a very large circle.  For an opening 2m wide the hump should be
about 400mm tall in the middle.  The centring is constructed along the full
length of the lintels.  It is important that the stones or bricks in the arch are
not seated on the boritis.  The arch, when complete must rest at either end
on masonry.  If it sits on the timber it will fail if the timber rots.

Centring

New boritis
Light white coral pieces
form the segment shape
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4.   Once the centre is in place the arch is built around it.   Although it is
possible to build the arch in coral it is easier and will involve less labour to
use fired brick.  The bricks or coral, should be arranged around the centre by
adding a course to each side alternately.  They are laid in a bed of 1:3 lime
mortar and the last bricks to go in should be in the middle and the joint
vertical.

If bricks are used they should be arranged as headers set on their sides, as
this will minimise joint thickness.   A minimum of four rings is required to
protect a two-metre opening.

When complete, the arch must be left for as long as is practical before
continuing construction above it.  The centring remains in place and forms an
in-fill between the timber lintel and arch.  When the arch is complete it will
carry all of the weight of the wall above the opening.

Bricks or coral are arranged
around the centre adding a
course to each side alternately

Bricks are laid in
a bed of 1:3 lime
mortar. The last
bricks should be
in the middle of
the vertical joint

Bricks should be
arranged as
headers set on
their sides

Brick arch must
not bear on
boriti ends




